
THE GIFT OF FORBEARANCE: 
FINDING OUR PERSONAL SPACE 

What child is not fascinated by secret doors and hiding places? If I was a challenging child to discipline, it was 
hardly because I was an angel. It may have been because being sent to my room never felt like punishment! I 
valued the space over in the corner. I have always liked small spaces and cubby holes, long before tiny houses 
were popular. Bigger is not better! My grandmother had a space hidden behind a bookcase/door in an upstairs 
room, and I am told I was placed there for naps as a toddler. The atmosphere obviously made an impact! Psalm 
32:7 reads: “You are a hiding place for me; you keep me safe from distress; you surround me with cries of 
deliverance.” (Grail psalter) These words ring true today. 

As I tour churches, I am instinctively drawn to the side chapels and oratories more than I am to the main 
nave. Perhaps that is one reason why I love the Basilica Shrine of the Immaculate Conception in Washington 
D.C. with its more than 30 chapels upstairs and 50 in the Crypt. We all need our space–some more so than 
others. Introverts are faring much better during this pandemic than are extroverts. The youth who become 
antsy when 8:00 p.m. on a Friday rolls around (they are typically preparing to go out) are struggling much more 
than those who are content to curl up with a book. Parents forced to work from home while also effectively 
home schooling, are reeling from the jolt to their daily routine. Some creative families have combined exercise 
and prayer– presto, the family rosary walk. Bravo! 

I have long been a proponent of maintaining a daily routine, probably to a fault. Indeed, we also have to be 
flexible. Unless you are a Trappist monk or nun, life does not always lend itself to rising at the exact time 
each day, praying (or eating!) at specified hours. That calling is of a different sort completely. Yet, those who 
keep to a strict routine have much to teach us. One of the unspoken struggles people are experiencing now is 
that those routine aspects have vanished. Most of you are currently living and working in close quarters and I 
suspect are beginning (or have begun!) to get on each other’s nerves. No, I am neither clairvoyant, nor ought 
you to be embarrassed– it’s simple fallen human nature. Thus, a few thoughts about forbearance, one of the 
fruits of the Holy Spirit, are in order.  

There is a difference between patience and forbearance. With patience, we wait, hold back and accept delay 
calmly. Biblical forbearance goes farther. It is effectively a “passing over” of another’s faults, much like when 
a lender (e.g. bank loan) allows someone to forego a payment. In fact, it’s a real term in the mortgage industry, 
and the challenges of Covid-19 are bringing the practice back to prominence. The lender allows a pause or 
offers a reduction, not a complete cancellation. Without question, tensions run higher when family members 
are suddenly spending significantly more time together under the same roof. Idiosyncrasies that bother you 
should be set aside. And why is that? The answer is simple–your siblings, parents or children could name myriad 
examples of annoying behavior in yourself, that’s why!  

Saint Paul’s Letter to the Romans employs the term in the context of disagreements between Jewish and Gentile 
members of the Body of Christ. He sets the table in Romans 2:3-4, by remarking that all who pass judgment 
are in fact condemning themselves, because they are doing the very same things. “Do you suppose, then, you 
who judge those who engage in such things and yet do them yourself, that you will escape the judgment of 
God? Or do you hold his priceless kindness, forbearance, and patience in low esteem, unaware that the 

kindness of God would lead you to repentance?” Paul employs the feminine Greek noun (ἀνοχῆς anochēs), 
pronounced a bit like “I’m okay” to convey forbearance. Countless moms have been working overtime, 
managing careers, kids and their homes. They exhibit forbearance better than anyone else!  

A more common synonym for forbearance is tolerance. Are we tolerating others well during this time? Are 
we allowing petty annoyances to hold us captive or are we letting them go, cancelling them out given the 
circumstances? I humbly propose that the ability to offer forbearance with one another is a key as we 
(hopefully!) wrap up our final days of isolation and home detention! In the meantime, find your “hiding place,” 
find your space where you can get away from it all, especially if you notice your level of stress is growing. If 
circumstances are beyond our control, we gain nothing by stressing over them. Nothing. We only frustrate 



ourselves and most likely, others around us. Cut others in the house some slack and before complaining, look 
in the mirror! Go for a bicycle ride, hike around Como Lake. Find an out of the way space and read. It is 
wonderful! Soon enough, this too shall pass!  

• Special thanks to the many of you who have contributed online or signed up for Electronic Funds 
Transfer. Not surprisingly, with the loss of income from Sunday Stewardship, Vigil candles and 
nearly twenty Confirmations, we are hurting. We need your continued support. Thank you! 

• Extending the Lenten fast? Well, not quite. I ate my first chocolate immediately after the (long) 
Easter Vigil, done with all the readings. Couldn’t wait any longer! On the other hand, I did not have 
my first potato chip until well into Easter Thursday. Maybe this fasting gig isn’t so bad, both for my 
spiritual and physical health. Catholics are asked to perform some act of penance each Friday in the 
Church.  

• Not once, but twice, Fr. Thomas Byles had the chance to board a lifeboat to safety when the 
Titanic began to sink on April 15, 1912. Both times he refused, in order to offer confessions and 
spiritual consolation to those trapped on board. Now, a priest at Byles’ former parish church is 
putting forward a cause for his canonization. Byles had been traveling to New York to preside at his 
brother’s wedding when tragedy struck. Visit the webpage at www.fatherbyles.com. 

• One year after the devastating fire to the Cathedral of Notre Dame in Paris, the will to rebuild 
remains strong. The Archbishop venerated the rescued relics of the Crown of Thorns on Good 
Friday (hard hat and all) inside the Cathedral. Ideally, the church will reopen in time for the Olympic 
Games in 2024, though that seems an ambitious goal. 

• Shameless. Reports out of predominantly Muslim Pakistan reveal that Saylani Welfare International 
Trust, an NGO, was diverting food supplies from communities made up of Christians and Hindus, 
giving them instead to Muslim families. The purported reason is that Zakat, Islamic alms giving (one 
of Islam’s five pillars), is reserved for Muslims. 

• It took several days of shredding, scanning, recycling and filing, but I uncovered my office desk 
after nine months. Next up is the closet! How are you doing with Spring cleaning? (See sidebar) 

Sincerely in Christ, 

Fr. John L. Ubel,  

Rector 
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